Superhero
Rescue
Disguise

Costume
Fabric

Material
Transform

St Lawrence Primary School Knowledge Organiser – Year 1, Autumn 1 Superheroes
Vocabulary
A superhero is a character in a cartoon or film
who has special powers and fights against evil.
If you rescue someone, you get them out of
a dangerous or unpleasant situation.
If you are in disguise, you are not wearing
your usual clothes or you have altered your
appearance in other ways, so that
people will not recognize you.
An actor's or performer's costume is the set of
clothes they wear while they are performing.
Fabric is cloth or other material produced by
weaving together cotton, nylon, wool, silk, or
other threads. Fabrics are used for making
things such as clothes, curtains, and sheets.
A solid substance.
To transform something into something else
means to change or convert it into that thing.

Core Book

Real life superheroes

Police

Invisibility

If you describe something as invisible,
you mean that it cannot be seen,
for example because it is transparent, hidden,
or very small.

Paramedic

Emergency

An emergency is
an unexpected and difficult or dangerous situat
ion, especially an
accident, which happens suddenly and which
requires quick action to deal with it.

Firefighter

Doctor

Nurse

The police are the official
organization that
is responsible for
making sure that
people obey the law. They are
also here to help people if they
need it e.g. if you get lost.
A paramedic is a person whose
training is similar to that of
a nurse and who helps to do
medical work. They work in
ambulances and sometimes in
helicopters.
A person who fights fires, usually
a
public employee or trained volunt
eer.
A doctor is someone who
is qualified in medicine and
treats people who are ill.
A nurse is a person whose job is
to care for people who are ill.

Key questions:






What makes a superhero?
Who are your real life
superheroes e.g. mum,
dad, doctor, vet?
What words could you use
to describe a superhero?

